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Visiting Aswan with Cousins 

 
Egyptian Arabic transcript: 

 

أ,+ @?ت ب.9=�59 ...>+ت د/�:59، إح.+ د/�:59إح.+  56 1234ة ا/.-+. أ,+ ! ��د !* أ)�ان، ! ��د وا#" ! ��د: ! ��د
�ا اوي !* ا/123AةCD-,و2=.5 ا EF2ن أور+HI 123ةA/59 ا/+@ J.وب... Eوه L1احMا/- 1، ب LN5 بH�,و O1آ�ا/

Qط دا+D-,Sا ،Q?32 آ+I J.ا أوي، أ,+ آ�CD-,+6 ،ان��ا أ)A2 ن اول !1ة+HI ا�  .!+شNN* ب+/- < 1�9=
  I L2X YI+-C* 1234ة ا/.-+>+ت؟ONV إ,9+ ا,-JCD، وا,: أ!"

  .أآV ?N-=ً+ أ,+ ب^9[1 ب-Z?ي وب^9[1 ب\ي ح+4] ب-Z?ي: ! ��د
  أآ19 حF- < [9+ 56 أ)�ان L2X؟: أ!"

  . ا/123Aة، وbC.! 56] إ)�1a +Fب أ)�ان، وا/F+و: ! ��د
LZA, :ان؟�4�دQ 56 أ)�  L2X اcd+ر إ/5 !

�ا !�< *f�! g ،+FNH�f* ه.+ ! 56�f* >1وح5 /�+ >1وح5 56 ه.+ك !=-? ر!: ! ��دh1ب Q?و56 آ ،Q?وآ iND
�56 ا/�.+jV ا/N=N-C] إ/5 ه.+H<و ،�  .>=Z�5 رح< ،[ZN/ [Z�5H 56 ا/- 1 وآ?Q ه

 
 

English translation:  

 
Mahmud: Ah, I am Mahmud from Aswan. Mahmud Mar’ee Mahmud. We are in the 
Island of Plants1 now. We are now…I took my female cousin [father’s side] and my 
female cousin [mother’s side]2  to the island to let them see …. They liked the island so 
much. They liked the launch on the sea.3 Honestly, while on the sea, they enjoyed it very 
much, as it’s the first time they come to Aswan; so … they were very happy, and that’s 
what I wanted, this kind of  happiness. 
 
Amal: Fine, were you happy? What are your impressions about the Island of the Plants?  
 
Mahmud: Certainly, of course. I am proud of my country, and I’m proud of anything in 
my country. 
 
Amal: Which one is your favorite part of Aswan? 
 
Mahmud: Ah … The Island, and there is an area called West-Aswan and …. 
 
Amal: The Sphinx? 
 
Mahmud: And the Sphinx   
 
Amal: What are the ruins found in Aswan? 
 

                                                 
1 Kitchener's Island (now locally known in Arabic as Geziret an-Nabatat, which translates as "Island of 
plants") is a small, oval-shaped island in the Nile at Aswan, Egypt. 
2 In Arabic, cousins from both sides have different titles. 
3 The Nile is called sometimes “the sea” by Egyptians. 
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Mahmud: There is … when you go to Abu Simbel,4 also … there is the temple of 
Rameses …there is Rameses over there, and there is also … you can walk … you may 
take a night voyage, sail in the sea and see the natural scenes over here.  
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4 Another name of King Rameses the second.  


